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In the News

Welcome!
The Water bLog is the semi-annual 
newsletter of the Utah Center for 
Water Resources Research, housed at 
the Utah Water Research Laboratory 
(UWRL).  

The Center supports the development 
of applied research related to water 
resources problems in Utah and 
promotes instructional programs 
that will further the training of water 
resource scientists and engineers.  

Each issue of The Water bLog reports 
on a small selection of current or 
recently completed research projects 
conducted at the center. More 
information is available online at:

https://uwrl.usu.edu/research/ucwrr
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Custom datalogger developed by UWRL researchers to make water meters "smarter."

Message from the Director 

B eyond the normal heat of summer, this year's high 
temperatures have been accompanied by severe 

drought that is gripping the western US. Major storage 
reservoirs on the Colorado River are at their lowest levels 
since they were first filled, and the nearby Logan River 
is experiencing record low flows. The governor of Utah 
has issued an executive order restricting water use at 
state facilities. Here at the UWRL, much of our ongoing 
research is addressing various aspects of managing water 
in drought conditions.

In our recently released Annual Report, we featured 
research that explores the implications of severe drought 

on the availability and management of Colorado River water. This issue of the 
Water bLog highlights two projects: one examines residential water use, and the 
other is on sedimentation impacts on the storage capacity of water reservoirs. 

The first story describes new smart water meter technology being prototyped 
to measure residential water use. "How much water do I use" and "what is it 
used for" are important questions and answers for home owners and residential 
water managers targeting conservation efforts. My home was part of this study, 
and I learned that the majority of my water use is outdoors and that the highest 
percentage of indoor water used was from toilets. So while reducing flushing or 
installing more modern low-flush toilets will help somewhat, adjusting sprinklers 
in the garden will help my conservation efforts the most. 

The second project featured in this issue is helping to determine the effects 
of wildfires on reservoir sedimentation rates. As wildfires increase due to 
changing climate and extended drought, increased erosion is resulting in greater 
deposition of sediment in reservoirs, reducing their water storage capacity. 
AggieAir unmanned aerial vehicles are being used to measure these water storage 
reductions to help better plan and manage water use from these reservoirs. 

Lastly, we feature in this issue a new animated video developed by UWRL 
researchers that describes a set of flexible water management tools used to help 
conserve water and maintain instream flows critical for downstream users and 
vulnerable ecosystems.

David Tarboton, UWRL/UCWRR Director

Utah Center for Water Resources Research at the Utah Water Research Laboratory
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https://uwrl.usu.edu/files/pdf/annual-reports/ar2020.pdf


A                s severe drought conditions 
  continue to grip the western US 

this summer, Utahn's are being asked 
to reduce their water consumption, 
particularly for landscapes, even as 
lawns and shrubs wither in the dry 
heat. Understanding how much water 
a household is using, and for what, can 
help water managers and residential 
consumers alike to identify ways to 
conserve precious water. 

UWRL faculty member Dr. Jeff 
Horsburgh and graduate students 
Nour Atallah and Camilo Bastidas 
and have been testing methods to 
do just that. The team has developed 
new dataloggers that make existing 
residential smart water meters smarter 
by measuring water use at individual 
residences at very high temporal 
resolution, as frequently as every 
second. Then, using a newly developed 
computer algorithm, they can analyze 
the patterns of water use in the data 
and distinguish between various indoor 
and outdoor water uses, including 
faucets, bathtubs, showers, toilets, 
clothes washers, dishwashers, and 
landscape irrigation.

Applying these methods over the past 
few years, the team has been collecting 
and analyzing high-resolution data at 
31 single-family residential properties 
in two northern Utah cities, Logan and 
Providence. They recently provided 
a report to each residence owner 
detailing the following:

 6 Overall water use compared to 
other residential users in their city

 6 Indoor versus outdoor use

 6 Percentage of indoor use for each 
type of fixture in the home

 6 Specific recommendations for 
conserving water 

The team is currently processing the 
data using additional analyses to better 
understand the drivers of residential 
water use—information that will be 
useful to water providers, consumers, 
and the scientific community.

Making meters smarter

The most commonly used residential 
water meters were designed to 

be read only monthly for billing 
purposes. While these meters are 
highly accurate, monthly data are not 
adequate for determining how and 
when people use water. Horsburgh's 
team designed a low-cost, open source 
datalogger that attaches to existing 
meters and measures water use with 
high frequency. These dataloggers 
are convenient because they can be 
easily installed and removed without 
replacing the meter or disrupting its 
normal operation for the water utility. 
With a device that costs about $150, 
Horsburgh's team can transform an 
existing analog meter into a "smart" 
meter capable of the high-resolution 
data collection needed to identify  
end uses.

Sorting out a flood of data 

Extracting useful information about 
water use from the flood of data 
collected poses a challenge. In this 
instance, Big Data must be "shrunk" 
into actionable information. Each water 
use within a household has unique 
characteristics that can be identified 
within the data. For example, a toilet 
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Understanding Residential  Understanding Residential  
Water Use:Water Use: data to decisions

(a) Datalogger ready to be installed, (b) Datalogger installed on a residential meter, (c) Closer look at the datalogger 
printed circuit board design.
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Example infographics provided to participants of the study showing the home’s 
volume distribution of indoor water use, total annual water use, and the split 

between indoor and outdoor water use. Along with other information included in 
the reports these graphics help homeowners better understand their water use.

Graduate students Nour Atallah and 
Camilo Bastidas collecting high-

resolution residential water use data
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PI: Jeff Horsburgh 
Associate Professor, (435) 797-2946 

jeff.horsburgh@usu.edu 
Utah Water Research Laboratory,  

Dept of Civil & Environmental Engineering 
Utah State University

Students:
Nour Atallah and Camilo Bastidas, PhD 

Civil and Environmental Engineering

Collaborators:
City of Logan, Providence City,  

31 volunteer residents of these two cities

uses a similar volume of water with 
each flush, a showerhead operates at 
a similar flow rate each time it is used, 
faucets have lower rates and shorter 
durations than other uses, and sprinkler 
systems operate at much higher 
flow rates and use significantly larger 
volumes than all indoor water uses. 

The algorighm developed by Atallah 
and Bastidas can identify individual 
water use events and classify them into 
end use categories using these unique 
characteristics. It analyzes the millions 
of data points per house measured by 
the datalogger and converts them into 
a listing of classified events and their 
attributes (volume, duration, flowrate, 
etc.). The algorithm can even identify 
overlapping events (e.g., a toilet flush 
that happens during a shower) and 
separate them into individual events. 

Using these classified events, the 
researchers can summarize the 
frequency of each use inside and 
outside the home, the volume used 
by each type of event, and even the 
performance of individual fixtures. In 
testing, the group has found that the 
algorithm can classify water use events 
with an overall accuracy as high as 98%.

From data to decisions 

Homeowners can make better water 
use decisions when they have specific 
information about their water use. 
Knowing how many gallons per flush 
their toilet uses, or the flow rates of 
their showerheads and faucets, or 
the amount of water their clothes 
washer uses per load can help them 
identify inefficient appliances that 
could be adjusted or replaced. Specific 
information such as the typical length 
of showers at their home or how 
their landscape irrigation compares 
to expert recommendations for their 
unique situation can help homeowners 
evaluate their water use and identify 
opportunities for conservation.

At a larger scale, this type of 
information could help water managers 
decide whether rebate programs for 
replacing underperforming appliances 
might yield conservation benefit and 
measure the actual impact of such 

programs. Outdoors, where water use 
can drastically exceed indoor uses, 
knowing the exact time, volume, and 
frequency of landscape irrigation can 
help homeowners and water managers 
identify inefficient use and make 
corrections where needed. In times of 
crisis, when restrictions are set in place, 
prompt access to this type of data 
could help water managers evaluate the 
effectiveness of their restrictions.

While coarse monthly volumes of water 
use on utility bills may not motivate 
households to conserve water, the 
individualized water-use data possible 
through the methodology developed by 
Horsburgh and his team might just turn 
the tide in managing residential water 
more efficiently. 

https://uwrl.usu.edu/people/faculty/horsburgh-jeff
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Although winter 2021 in Utah 
provided some much-needed late 

snowfall, hydrologists say the state 
reached only about 80% of normal 
snowpack. And now researchers 
at Utah State University (USU) are 
headed into the fire season and 
investigating how wildfires will impact 
Utah’s water supply reservoirs.

Currently in Utah, 133 reservoirs hold 
99% of the state's water storage, 
according to the Utah Division of 
Wildlife Resources. However, erosion 
materials transported by rivers and 
streams are continuously deposited 
in riverbeds and reservoirs, and 
this sedimentation is expected to 
decrease capacity 25% by 2060. 
River sedimentation not only reduces 
reservoirs' capacity to hold water, it 
also can damage fish habitat. These 
are leading concerns for water security 
across the western United States.

Uncovering a growing 
source of sediment

AggieAir Remote Sensing Service 
Center at USU's Utah Water Research 
Laboratory (UWRL) recently partnered 
with the Belmont Hydrology and Fine 
Sediment Lab, a research group housed 
within the S.J. & Jessie E. Quinney 

College of Natural Resources, to study 
how gravel, sand, and mud move 
through river systems. USU Professor 
Patrick Belmont and postdoctoral 
researcher Justin Stout, of the 
Department of Watershed Sciences, 
found that the predicted rate of 
water storage loss in Utah’s reservoirs 
does not take into account sediment 
from wildfires. This is concerning as 
wildfires, which have increased 20-
fold in the past 30 years, can have a 
significant impact on the amount of 
sediment deposited. Over the next 
few decades, this increase in wildfires 
is only expected to grow, thus further 
depleting Utah's reservoir capacity.

“With Utah’s population predicted to 
double by 2060, it is vital to know how 
much water storage will be available 
in the coming years,” Belmont said.

To address these concerns, the team 
set out to conduct detailed surveys 
on three Utah reservoirs. With help 
from AggieAir researchers, they are 
calculating current reservoir capacity 
and the sedimentation rates over 
the past few decades. Because of 
the vast size and depth of these 
reservoirs, AggieAir Service Center 
Manager Ian Gowing and pilot Austin 
Washke were brought on to capture, 
at a very high spatial resolution, the 

topography of the exposed reservoir 
shoreline and large exposed deltas.

“Using the drone to capture the 
topography above the water saved 
our group approximately 4 days of 
surveying for each of the reservoirs,” 
Stout commented. “This method of 
collecting topographic data increases 
the efficacy of the surveys and is safer 
than having a technician moving up 
and down the banks on what is often 
slippery and unstable ground.”

Survey progress 

So far, two of the three reservoirs have 
been successfully surveyed—Upper 
Stillwater, a large high mountain 
reservoir on the south slope of the 
High Uinta’s in Duchesne County, and 
Smith Morehouse Reservoir at the top 
of the Weber River in Summit County.

Belmont and Stout began with 
bathymetric and traditional survey 
techniques to measure the current 
depth of the water and the surrounding 
areas. In November 2020, AggieAir 
flew the same reservoirs with their 
quadcopter UAV, the DJI Matrice 600 
Pro and MicaSesne Altum 6 band 
camera, to collect high-resolution 
multi-spectral remote sensing data. 
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Smoke and Sediment: 
investigating the impact of wildfires  
on Utah's water supply reservoirs



At each reservoir, the flight 
imagery collected was processed 
by AggieAir to provide a high-
resolution point cloud and digital 
surface model (DSM) of the 
exposed shorelines and deltas. 
This point cloud/DSM is combined 
with a DSM representing the 
underwater topography to create 
a high-resolution bathymetric map. 
The maps can be used to compare 
against prior sedimentation 
surveys to calculate the current 
reservoir sedimentation rates.

"With projects of great importance 
to the State of Utah like this 
one, it’s critical that we can 
get researchers accurate data 
quickly so that they can begin 
working towards long-term 
solutions," says Gowing. "The 
AggieAir UAV platforms allow 
us to provide this near real-time 
data for researchers like Patrick 
with much greater detail than 
they would get with traditional 
remote sensing methods." 

Looking to the Future 

Once Utah’s most vulnerable 
reservoirs are identified, the 
researchers will work with state 

and federal agencies to take 
preventative steps that reduce 
wildfire risk in places where 
mitigation efforts will be most 
effective. Belmont said this will 
help Utah better prepare for water 
storage and management needs in 
the years to come. The researchers 
will be surveying four additional 
reservoirs in the Weber River 
watershed over the next year, 
providing more sedimentation data 
to decision-makers in that area.

The project’s success has even led 
to further funding from a United 
States Geological Survey 104(b) 
grant through the Utah Center 
for Water Resources Research at 
the UWRL that will further extend 
this valuable research effort. 

Related articles

Dousing the Flames: USU 
investigates how wildfires impact 
Utah's water supply reservoirs

AggieAir Fire Flights: tracking 
heat during controlled burns 
in Cache Valley, Utah

UWRL faculty member Belize Lane 
monitoring hydrologic response at 
Grizzly Creek Fire burn scar amid 
multiple debris flow events

photo caption

aggieair.usu.edu

PI: Patrick Belmont 
Department Head, Watershed Sciences 

USU, (435) 797-3794 
patrick.belmont@usu.edu

Co-PI: Ian Gowing 
AggieAir Service Center Manager, 
Utah Water Research Laboratory,  

USU,  (435) 797-3159 
ian.gowing@usu.edu

Post-Doctoral Researcher:
Justin Stout, Watershed Sciences

Student Pilot:
Austin Washke

This research is part of a 
collaborative effort encompassing 

an even broader group of 
scientists from Wildland 
Resources at USU, Simon 

Fraser University, and Virginia 
Tech working to model 

potential impacts of future 
wildfires on sedimentation. 
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caption

Smith Morehouse Reservoir 
with various AggieAir point 
cloud/DSM products from 
both Smith Morehouse and 
Upper Stillwater reservoirs

https://www.usu.edu/today/story/dousing-the-flames-usu-investigates-how-wildfires-impact-utahs-water-supply-reservoirs
https://www.usu.edu/today/story/dousing-the-flames-usu-investigates-how-wildfires-impact-utahs-water-supply-reservoirs
https://www.usu.edu/today/story/dousing-the-flames-usu-investigates-how-wildfires-impact-utahs-water-supply-reservoirs
https://uwrl.usu.edu/files/pdf/annual-reports/ar2019.pdf
https://uwrl.usu.edu/files/pdf/annual-reports/ar2019.pdf
https://uwrl.usu.edu/files/pdf/annual-reports/ar2019.pdf
https://uwrl.usu.edu/news/main-feed/2021/belize-grizzly-creek-fire
https://uwrl.usu.edu/news/main-feed/2021/belize-grizzly-creek-fire
https://uwrl.usu.edu/news/main-feed/2021/belize-grizzly-creek-fire
https://uwrl.usu.edu/news/main-feed/2021/belize-grizzly-creek-fire
http://aggieair.usu.edu
https://qcnr.usu.edu/directory/belmont_patrick
https://uwrl.usu.edu/people/research-staff/gowing-ian


"U                tah rivers and streams 
are home to important 

ecosystems." So begins a new video 
produced by UWRL faculty members 
Belize Lane and David Rosenberg where 
they address the multiple pathways by 
which water reaches our streams and 
what Utahns can do to protect and 
enhance instream flows.

Utah is one of the nation's driest states, 
and our rivers have many and growing 
demands on them, which makes water 
management a complex topic. 

"Water demands for irrigation are 
highest in the summer when rivers 
and streams have naturally low flows," 
says Dr. Lane. "With hotter and drier 
summers like this year expected to 
occur more frequently, additional 
monitoring of Utah's lowland streams 
is needed to identify opportunities to 
more efficiently allocate available water. 
Then a variety of management tools 
are available to help implement these 
solutions." 

Even seemingly simple actions like 
improving irrigation efficiency can affect 

streams by reducing return flows. Drs. 
Lane and Rosenberg describe a set of 
flexible management tools that can 
help meet existing and emerging water 
needs while ensuring that Utah's rivers 
maintain enough water of sufficient 
quality to protect the ecosystems that 
rely on them. They offer four actions 
Utahns with water rights can take to be 
part of the solution:  

Conserve water and 
lease saved water to a 
person or organization that 
will keep the water instream.

Split a water right by 
season. Forgo the use of 
late summer portions and 
lease that water back to 
an instream advocate.

Deposit unused water rights 
into a newly forming water 
bank. Depositing will protect 
the rights from forfeiture and 
allow another entity to lease 
the water for instream use.

Encourage stream monitoring 
to understand where such 
water transfers can make 
the biggest impact.

All of these actions are voluntary, 
compensated, temporary, and 
local. They maintain water rights 
and encourage farming and 
ranching while also keeping water 
in Utah's streams and rivers. 

View the animated video 
and find out more at: 

instreamflows.usu.edu

Additional Resources:

Lane, Rosenberg (2019). Expanding 
Instream Flows to Protect Ecosystems 
in Overallocated River Basins. USU 
Digital Commons (2-page glossy).

Lane, Rosenberg (2020). Promoting 
instream flows in the changing 
western U.S., J. Water Resources 
Planning and Management.

Instream Flow Repository: Briefs, 
Case Studies, Publications, Reports, 
and Statutes. USU Digital Commons 
collection. 
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Keeping Water in Utah Streams: 

tools to maintain streamflow in the face of high 
water demand and decreasing river return flows

4

3

2
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http://instreamflows.usu.edu
https://digitalcommons.usu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1677&context=water_rep
https://digitalcommons.usu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1677&context=water_rep
https://digitalcommons.usu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1677&context=water_rep
https://digitalcommons.usu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1677&context=water_rep
https://doi.org/10.1061/(ASCE)WR.1943-5452.0001145
https://doi.org/10.1061/(ASCE)WR.1943-5452.0001145
https://doi.org/10.1061/(ASCE)WR.1943-5452.0001145
https://digitalcommons.usu.edu/instream/
https://digitalcommons.usu.edu/instream/
https://digitalcommons.usu.edu/instream/


R. Ryan Dupont
Cazier Professor Lifetime 

Achievement Award
Presented at Utah State University  

Faculty Awards Ceremony,  
March 30, 2021

Dr. R. Ryan Dupont, longtime civil 
and environmental engineering 

and Utah Water Research Laboratory 
professor recently received USU's 
2021 Cazier Professor Lifetime 
Achievement award, one of the 
university's most prestigious honors. 
Dr. Dupont will carry the title of Cazier 
Professor throughout his USU career.

Dr. Dupont joined the USU faculty 
in 1982 as a faculty member and 
researcher. In his nearly 40 years at 
USU, he has so far garnered nearly $7 
million in externally funded research 
grants, authored more than 60 peer-
reviewed publications, presented at 
countless conferences, workshops, 
and training seminars, and mentored 
both graduate and undergraduate 
students. 

This award recognizes senior faculty 
members who have demonstrated 
more than 20 years of consistent 
excellence in their academic careers, 
and Dr. Dupont certainly has. His 
dedication to furthering research 
in his field and mentoring the next 
generation of engineers, while also 
promoting public and environmental 
health continues to benefit the State 
of Utah and beyond. ■
Read more

Mac McKee
Warren A. Hall Medal Lifetime 

Achievement Award
Presented at the Universities Council  

on Water Resources (UCOWR)  
conference, June 9, 2021

Former UWRL director Mac 
McKee was recently named 

a 2021 Warren A. Hall Medal 
recipient. This prestigious lifetime 
achievement award from UCOWR 
recognizes educators devoted to the 
advancement of knowledge in water 
resources through teaching, research, 
and public service, and with a strong 
commitment to the education and 
welfare of students.

Dr. McKee joined the Civil and 
Environmental Engineering 
Department as a professor in 1999 
and then as UWRL Director from 2003 
until he retired in June 2019. 

His interdisciplinary work took him 
to 30 countries across six continents, 
where he has been instrumental in 
finding solutions to real-world water 
resources management problems. 
Closer to home, he led the effort 
to establish USU's now renowned 
AggieAir unmanned aerial systems 
research initiative and led the 
construction of a new hydraulics 
modeling building without any 
taxpayer funding. He has been a 
determined champion of the lab, his 
colleagues, and particularly of his 
graduate students. ■
Read more

Ron Sims
D. Wynn Thorne Career  

Research Award
Presented at Utah State University  

Faculty Awards Ceremony,  
March 30, 2021

College of Engineering professor 
Ronald Sims has received USU's 

2021 D. Wynne Thorne Career 
Research Award, which honors faculty 
with exceptional research careers 
at USU based on the significance, 
impact, and quality of their research 
and their recognition by national and 
international experts.

In his 49 years in industry, 
government, and higher education, 
nearly 40 of which are at USU, Dr. Sims 
has made extensive contributions to 
the field of biological and biomedical 
engineering. He served as Utah Water 
Research Laboratory director from 
1996 to 2003 and then head of what 
is now USU’s Biological Engineering 
Department from 2003 to 2014.

He currently co-directs the Sustainable 
Waste to Bioproducts Engineering 
Center at USU, which focuses on 
developing the technology and 
process pathways to produce valuable 
bioproducts such as bioplastics, 
bioenergy chemicals, fertilizers, and 
animal feed using wastewater from 
municipal and industrial sources. Sims 
has thus far published 260 articles and 
garnered more than $15 million in 
funding over 51 projects. ■
Read more
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https://engineering.usu.edu/news/main-feed/2021/ryan-dupont-receives-cazier-professor-lifetime-achievement-award
https://engineering.usu.edu/news/main-feed/2021/uwrl-former-director-wins-prestigious-water-resources-award
https://www.usu.edu/today/story/ron-sims-awarded-2021-d-wynne-thorne-career-research-award


Future Issues 

“Hydraulic Model 
Study of the Lower 
Baker Dam Spillway”  

(This scale model will help 
the design engineers to 
maintain and improve the life, 
function and safety of the 
dam by testing and updating 
the design of the structure)

“HydroLearn.org:  
using collaboration  
for water education” 

(A platform for instructors 
to find learning modules and 
collaborate on developing 
resources for teaching 
hydrology and water  
resources)

ContaCt:
Utah Water Research Laboratory
Utah State University
Logan, UT 84322-8200 
(435) 797-3157

Director:  
David Tarboton

Associate Directors:
Steven Barfuss  
Jeffery Horsburgh 

Publication Editor:  
Carri Richards

uwrl.usu.edu/research/ucwrr/

In the News: 
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for Courage and Perseverance from the 
College of Engineering.

Congratulations to 
Andrea Carroll who 
was among the USU 
employees nominated 
for Employee of the 
Year for FY20. She was 
selected as Employee 

of the Month for March 2020 just as 
the world shut down for a pandemic. 
We appreciate all her hard work and 
dedication here at the UWRL Business 
Services Office. 
Read more

Past Event
The UWRL and USU College of 
Engineering hosted a virtual 
conversation with Gene Shawcroft, 
Utah's recently appointed Colorado 
River Commissioner. 
Read more / view the recording

Passings
We offer our sincere condolences 
at the passing of four former 
UWRL employees:

 6 J. Paul Riley (1927-2021), 
former Civil and Environmental 
Engineering faculty member, 
student mentor, renowned 
international water resources 
expert, and UWRL Pioneer, 
passed away on July 1, 2021.

 6 Alton Bird (1935-2021), who joined 
the UWRL in 1978 and served many 
years as a shop mechanic and 
welder, passed away June 4, 2021. 

 6 Mardell C. Parrish (1946-2021), 
former Director of the International 
Office for Water Education 
at the UWRL and creator and 
director of Engineering State and 
Junior Engineering State at USU, 
passed away on April 20, 2021. 

 6 Art Rivers (1931-2021), a former 
draftsman at the UWRL for 15 years, 
passed away on April 13, 2021. 

Student & Other Awards
Kevin Plazier, an 
undergraduate electrical 
engineering student 
and AggieAir research 
assistant won $25,000 
after placing first 
in an international 

drone design contest established 
by actor Terrence Howard. 
Plazier's winning design featured 
the requested 12  motors, which 
gave his drone better stability.
Read more

Shelby Bulkley, 
a junior in civil 
engineering at USU 
recently received this 
year's undergraduate 
scholarship from 
the Intermountain 

Section of the American Water Works 
Association. Shelby is a research 
assistant for UWRL faculty members 
Blake Tullis and Brian Crookston 
working to better understand sediment 
erosion near piano key weirs.
Read more

Kathryn Margetts,  
civil and environmental 
engineering graduate 
student at the UWRL 
recently received 
the 2021 Freeman 
Fellowship by the 

American Society of Civil Engineers. 
Kat is working with Dr. Brian Crookston 
investigating the interaction between 
woody debris and rock weirs in rivers, 
including natural debris transport, 
passage probabilities, and  
accumulation effects. 

Manisha Panthi, civil 
and environmental 
engineering graduate 
student working with 
Dr. Crookston, received 
two USU scholarships: 
a 4-year Presidential 

Doctoral Research Fellowship (PDRF) 
and the 2021 Prakash S Lad Scholarship 

http://uwrl.usu.edu
https://uwrl.usu.edu/research/ucwrr
https://www.usu.edu/sea/news/03-2020-andrea-carroll-employee-of-the-month
https://www.usu.edu/sea/news/03-2020-andrea-carroll-employee-of-the-month
https://engineering.usu.edu/news/main-feed/2021/utah-water-management-official-speaks-at-usu
https://uwrl.usu.edu/news/main-feed/2021/riley-memoriam
https://www.allenmortuaries.net/obituaries/Alton-Bird/#!/Obituary
https://www.allenmortuaries.net/obituaries/Mardell-Parrish/#!/Obituary
https://www.allenmortuaries.net/obituaries/Arthur-Rivers-2/#!/Obituary
https://engineering.usu.edu/news/main-feed/2021/electrical-engineering-student-wins-drone-competition
https://www.usu.edu/today/story/regional-water-association-awards-scholarships-to-usu-engineering-students

